home to emily
theme from bob newhart show

TRUMPET 3

MEDIUM ROCK

By LORENZO MUSIC and HENRIETTA MUSIC
Arranged by JOHN HIGGINS

NOTE TO STUDENTS AND TEACHERS
The writers of this music are dependent upon its sale for their livelihood. Duplication by any means is not only illegal but it inhibits the creation of new music for your use.
home to emily
theme from bob newhart show

TROMBONE 1

By LORENZO MUSIC and HENRIETTA MUSIC
Arranged by JOHN HIGGINS

Copyright ©1974 Djiwa Music
International Copyright Secured
Made in U.S.A. All Rights Reserved

NOTE TO STUDENTS AND TEACHERS
The writers of this music are dependent upon its sale for their livelihood. Duplication by any means is not only illegal but it inhibits the creation of new music for your use.
home to emily
theme from bob newhart show

PIANO

By LORENZO MUSIC and HENRIETTA MUSIC
Arranged by JOHN HIGGINS

NOTE TO STUDENTS AND TEACHERS
The writers of this music are dependent upon its sale for their livelihood. Duplication by any means is not only illegal but it inhibits the creation of new music for your use.
home to emily
theme from bob newhart show

BASS

"Medium Rock"

By LORENZO MUSIC and HENRIETTA MUSIC
Arranged by JOHN HIGGINS

Copyright ©1974 Djiwa Music
International Copyright Secured
Made in U.S.A. All Rights Reserved

NOTE TO STUDENTS AND TEACHERS
The writers of this music are dependent upon its sale for their livelihood. Duplication by any means is not only illegal but it inhibits the creation of new music for your use.
home to emily
theme from bob newhart show

AUX. PERCUSSION

Medium Rock

By LORENZO MUSIC and HENRIETTA MUSIC
Arranged by JOHN HIGGINS

Copyright ©1974 Dijiwa Music
International Copyright Secured
Made in U.S.A. All Rights Reserved

NOTE TO STUDENTS AND TEACHERS
The writers of this music are dependent upon its sale for their livelihood. Duplication by any means is not only illegal but it inhibits the creation of new music for your use.